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Products:
Houning Machine

Super Finishing Machine
SpecialPurpose MechineCE is a Leading manufacturing in high precision honing and SPM machines 

from the past 12 years. Creative engineering is setting standards as a 
best problem solver with absolute customer focus, and offer honing 
machinery and customised solutions and specifications as per 
specific need.

“Create Better With Best Engineering”...



Creative Engineering started with a vision to offer cost- effective, feasible and versatile solutions 
for each and every honing machinery requirement. We ensure our patrons best quality honing tools and 
unbeatable customer support. Owing a team of skilled technicians who hold expertise in the usage of 
latest technology, we specialise in offering the following services.

Leading manufacturing in high precision honing and SPM machines from the last 12 years. Creative engineering
is setting standards as a best problem solver with absolute customer focus, and offer honing machinery and 
customised solutions and specifications as per specific need.customised solutions and specifications as per specific need.
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“Create Better With Best Engineering”...  PRODUCTS -
  HONING MACHINE 

SUPER FINISHING MACHINE 
DEEP HOLE DRILLING MACHINE
SPECIAL PURPOSE MACHINE

         Technical services
 Based on extensive know- how, we provide comprehensive
 technical application expertise with leading –edge technology.

Tele services
Our technical service gives the ability to work 24×7, giving us

  the ability to take care of individual queries and concerns quickly and easily.

Product solutions (Spare parts)
       Quick assortment and response for required spares. 

OUR PRODUCTS
We manufacture standard and customised designs to suit and accommodate the parts in wide range of 

network of industrial processes and applications. We offer the best honing machines, gun drilling machines, 
super finishing machines and special purpose machines.

Horizontal machine 

Curv honing tool

Tools and fixtures-
We offer all types of honing tools that are specially designed for high precision and cost-effectiveness.

In process sizing tools-
 We offer sizing solution on all types of existing honing machines also.

Gun- drilling
We offer perfectly designed best quality gun-drilling and regrinding machines at reasonable prizes.Our gun drilling machines are
 well- recognised for their good accuracy and high precision.

Inprocess gauging tool with air distributor                  Inprocess gauging tool                                                            Sizing process

Super finishing machines
Super finishing machines are used to improve surface finish. They are used to produce  surfaces with a very fine or low roughness 
average(RA). Based on the customer requirement and usage ,we develop super finishing machlines with different RA  and automation.

     Resharpener multi head                                    Resharpener single head                                            Gun drill
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Vertical 
Honing Machine

We started with a vision to offer cost- effective, feasible and versatile
solutions for each and every honing machinery requirement.
We ensure our patrons best quality honing tools and unbeatable 
customer support. Owing to our team of skilled technicians who hold 
expertise in the usage of latest technology, we specialise in offering 
the following services.

ISO - 9001-2015 and NSIC Certified
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